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TRENDS IN MAY TECH GEOPOLITICS .ORG CONTROVERSY FUTURE OF 
MEETINGS

May’s notable trends 
included regulations 
targeting social media 
platforms, ongoing privacy 
concerns around data 
tracing apps, and a renewed 
focus on cyber-attacks.

The role of technology in 
the geopolitical relations 
between the USA and 
China was emphasised in 
new US trade sanctions.

ICANN rejected the 
proposed sale of the .org 
registry by the Internet 
Society to Ethos Capital. 
We look at some of the 
reactions and implications.

Hybrid meetings, which 
combine online and face-
to-face interactions, will 
become the norm. How to 
adapt?
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Editorial

The top digital policy trends in May

Each month we analyse hundreds of unfolding devel-
opments to identify key trends in digital policy and 
their underlying issues. These were the trends in May.

1. New regulations target social media 
companies

Social media platforms have long been scrutinised over 
their potential responsibility for hosted content. The 
month of May brought several developments in this area.

The French Parliament adopted a law  requiring 
online platforms to remove flagged hateful content 
within 24 hours, and child abuse and terrorist propa-
ganda within 1 hour. If the online platforms fail to do so, 
they face fines of up to 4% of their global revenue. This 
law requires them to prevent the re-upload of removed 
content, and to establish complaint and appeal mech-
anisms for notifications of potentially illegal content. 
This law has been criticised by civil rights groups such 
as Article 19  and AccessNow  over concerns that 
it may threaten freedom of online speech. They also 
criticise giving tech companies the power to determine 
what constitutes hate speech, as well as the fact that 
they need to monitor content to prevent re-uploads.

At the same time, four French anti-discrimination 
organisations have taken Twitter to court arguing 
that the company has not taken sufficient measures 
to remove hate speech from its platform. Claiming 
that the amount of hate speech on Twitter rose by 
43% during the COVID-19 lockdown, the organisations 
have asked the court to designate an expert to audit 
Twitter’s efforts to address this spike.

Twitter’s action has triggered a policy controversy 
in the USA around the liability of tech platforms for 
the content they host. When President Trump posted 
tweets claiming that mail-in ballots are fraudulent, 
Twitter added a fact-check label to the posts and a link 
to a page describing the claims as ‘unsubstantiated’.  
The company explained that the posts contained poten-
tially misleading information about voting processes 
and had been labelled to provide additional context.  
In reaction, Trump accused Twitter of interfering in the 
US President elections and stifling free speech.

Amid these controversies, on 28 May, the US President 
issued an executive order  asking for a review of the 
legislation which protects online platforms from being 

responsible for the content they host, while allowing 
them to engage in good faith blocking of harmful con-
tent (Section 230 of the 1996 Communication Decency 
Act ). The order, which suggests that tech giants are 
politically biased, calls for the legislation to be clar-
ified so that immunity from liability does not protect 
online platforms that ‘engage in deceptive or pretex-
tual actions stifling free and open debate by censor-
ing certain viewpoints’. Any change in Section 230 that 
would lead to introducing liability for tech platforms 
could create major changes in the tech industry and 
the way the Internet is run.

President Trump’s executive order has triggered a 
wide range of reactions. Critics note that placing more 
responsibility on social media companies for the con-
tent they host would in fact limit free speech, as the 
companies may be inclined to ‘censor anything that 
might offend anyone’ to avoid liability.  The order is 
expected to be challenged in court.

Interestingly enough, Joe Biden, Trump’s opponent 
in the next presidential elections, would also like to 
revoke Section 230, considering it to be an inadequate 
legal framework for the current Internet.  Thus, the 
issue of liability of tech platforms will remain on the 
policy and regulatory agenda for years to come.

2. Contact tracing apps remain in focus

In our April newsletter, we mapped countries that had 
implemented or announced the implementation of 
contact tracing apps as a tool in fighting the spread 

A double celebration

It’s a double celebration for us at Digital Watch. 
We’re marking the 50th edition of our newsletter, 
and five years since the Digital Watch observa-
tory was set up. Time flies!

Our celebrations will run throughout June with 
blog posts, videos, and other content, culmi-
nating with the launch of the newly redesigned 
observatory on 30 June. Join us for the launch 
to explore the new observatory, and how it can 
help you keep up-to-date with the latest in digital 
policy. Book your e-seat.

http://www.assemblee-nationale.fr/dyn/actualites-accueil-hub/ppl-visant-a-lutter-contre-les-contenus-haineux-sur-internet-adoption-en-lecture-definitive
https://www.article19.org/resources/france-avia-law-is-threat-to-online-speech/
https://www.accessnow.org/content-regulation-whats-the-online-harm/
http://www.rfi.fr/en/france/20200513-twitter-in-french-court-accused-of-leniency-on-hate-speech-during-covid-19-lockdown
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-52815552
https://techcrunch.com/2020/05/27/twitter-vs-trump-fact-checking-dorsey/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-preventing-online-censorship/
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/47/230
https://www.cnet.com/news/trump-signs-executive-order-targeting-twitter-facebook-after-his-tweets-are-fact-checked/
https://www.theverge.com/2020/5/29/21274812/joe-biden-donald-trump-twitter-facebook-section-230-moderation-revoke
https://dig.watch/events/briefing-internet-governance-june-2020
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of COVID-19.  When we published the newsletter on 4 
May, there were 40 countries with digital tracing apps 
in place. Since then, the number has increased to 49.

Introducing digital tracing apps is not an easy task. It 
requires taking many considerations into account and 
winning the support of the population to use them – if 
their use is not mandatory. The main concern in using 
digital contact tracing apps is the protection of user data 
and privacy. One model of contact tracing apps is built 
on collecting user data and storing it in a centralised 
database managed by public authorities. Decentralised 
apps are based on bluetooth technology for proximity 
tracing and store the data only on the user’s device.

Privacy considerations have a direct impact on the 
efficiency of contact tracing apps, as users are more 
likely to use an app with higher privacy protections built 
in.  Additionally, centralised apps raise concerns   
that the governments will keep tracing in place once 
the pandemic is over  or use collected data for pur-
poses other than preventing the spread of COVID-19.

The discussion over the use of centralised or decen-
tralised apps has been particularly rich in Europe. The 
European Commission has stressed that tracing apps 
must be ‘voluntary, transparent, secure, interopera-
ble and respect people’s privacy’,  and the EU eHealth 
Network has issued guidelines for interoperability of 
contact tracing apps.  Individual countries are tak-
ing different approaches. France  and the United 
Kingdom  are testing and evaluating centralised 
apps, while Germany,  Switzerland,  and several 
other countries  are opting for the decentralised 
approach based on the application programme inter-
face (API) released by Apple and Google  on 20 May.

3. Cyber-attacks get back to ‘normal’

Numerous cyber-attacks and data breaches were 
revealed in May. The European Parliament (EP) 
reported a data breach that exposed information of 
1200 EP elected officials and staff, and 15 000 EU 
affairs professionals (including sensitive data and 
encrypted passwords).  Europe’s largest private 
hospital network based in Germany and a company 
that facilitates payments on the UK electricity mar-
ket  were hit by ransomware attacks. EasyJet air-
line reported a cyber-attack that allowed hackers to 
access the travel data of 9 million customers (2200 
of which also had their credit card details exposed).

Together with the new cyber-attacks, recent weeks 
also saw states issue new warnings, accusations, 

and denials related to state-sponsored attacks. 
Australia called on states to adhere to the UN Group 
of Governmental Experts (UN GGE) Report of 2015, 
and refrain from engaging in or supporting cyber-ac-
tivities that damage or impair health infrastructures.  
The USA declared that attacks against its energy grid 
constitute a national emergency.  Germany charged a 
Russian hacker for a 2015 cyber-attack on the German 
Parliament, and connected him to the Russian military 
intelligence agency GRU; Russia denied any connec-
tion with the case.  US authorities accused  China of 
espionage about COVID-19 research; China denied the 
claims.

At the same time, the two UN processes that are 
called to address these concerns – the GGE and the 
Open Ended Working Group (OEWG)  – were derailed 
due to the COVID-19 pandemics. In particular, the 
OEWG had to cancel its planned intersessional con-
sultation, but has nevertheless continued collecting 
written submissions to the pre-draft of its report 
(with submissions by some 50 countries and dozens 
of companies and organisations, some of which have 
particularly focused on cyber-risks related to COVID-
19).  It remains to be seen if it will hold its final meet-
ing in early July, as planned; its mandate might have to 
be extended, with more online consultations.

To boost the protection of the critical health sec-
tor, the CyberPeace Institute has issued ‘A Call 
to All Governments: Work Together Now to Stop 
Cyberattacks on the Healthcare Sector’,  signed by 
many renowned figures from the public, private, and 
civil sectors (including several Nobel Peace Prize 
Laureates).

Editorial

Status of tracking apps

https://dig.watch/newsletter/april2020#newsletter2
https://www.brookings.edu/techstream/contact-tracing-apps-face-serious-adoption-obstacles/
https://www.thelawyer.com/contact-tracing-apps-for-covid-19-and-data-protection-concerns/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/26/technology/china-coronavirus-surveillance.html
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/QANDA_20_869
https://ec.europa.eu/health/sites/health/files/ehealth/docs/contacttracing_mobileapps_guidelines_en.pdf
https://www.zdnet.com/article/france-defends-centralized-coronavirus-tracing-app-insists-privacy-held-sacred/
https://www.pocket-lint.com/apps/news/151807-how-the-nhs-coronavirus-contact-tracing-app-will-work
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-europe-tech/germany-flips-to-apple-google-approach-on-smartphone-contact-tracing-idUSKCN22807J
https://www.zdnet.com/article/the-worlds-first-contact-tracing-app-using-google-and-apples-api-goes-live/
https://thespinoff.co.nz/tech/27-05-2020/what-digital-contact-tracing-looks-like-around-the-world/
https://techcrunch.com/2020/05/20/apple-and-google-launch-exposure-notification-api-enabling-public-health-authorities-to-release-apps/
https://www.politico.eu/article/eu-parliament-says-sensitive-data-of-1200-officials-left-exposed-on-web/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/daveywinder/2020/05/15/cyber-attack-on-uk-electricity-market-confirmed-national-grid-investigates/#3d4f7be9712a
https://techcrunch.com/2020/05/19/easyjet-travel-credit-cards-breach/
https://www.dfat.gov.au/news/news/unacceptable-malicious-cyber-activity
https://www.forbes.com/sites/daveywinder/2020/05/02/trump-declares-national-emergency-as-foreign-hackers-threaten-us-power-grid/#6c0d74803497
https://www.zdnet.com/article/german-authorities-charge-russian-hacker-for-2015-bundestag-hack/
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/Joint_FBI-CISA_PSA_PRC_Targeting_of_COVID-19_Research_Organizations_S508C.pdf
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-health-coronavirus-china-cyber/china-calls-u-s-accusation-of-hacking-in-covid-19-research-slander-idUSKBN22Q13T
https://dig.watch/processes/un-gge
https://www.un.org/disarmament/open-ended-working-group/
https://cyberpeaceinstitute.org/campaign/call-for-government
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Observatory

Digital policy developments in May
The digital policy landscape is filled with new initiatives, evolving regulatory frameworks, and new legislation 
and court judgments. In the Digital Watch observatory – available at dig.watch – we decode, contextualise, and 
analyse ongoing developments, offering a digestible yet authoritative update on the complex world of digital 
policy. The monthly barometer tracks and compares the issues to reveal new trends and to allow them to be 
understood relative to those of previous months. The following is a summarised version; read more about each 
development by clicking the blue icons, or by visiting the Updates section on the observatory.

increasing relevance

Sustainable development
UN agencies launched a Tech Access Partnership to scale up local production of critical 
health technologies.

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU)  and the World Trade Organization 
(WTO)  drew attention to digital divide challenges in the COVID-19 context.

African Union ICT ministers called for the rapid implementation of the African strategy for 
digital transformation.  The UN Economic Commission for Africa cautioned that revamp-
ing Africa’s telecoms infrastructure is crucial for digital health.

The ITU and the Broadband Foundation partnered to foster investment in south-eastern 
Europe’s broadband infrastructure.

Ghana revealed policy initiatives to boost financial inclusion.

increasing relevance

Security
The Council of the EU extended the cyber sanctions regime until 2021.  Estonia passed a 
law for telecom network security reviews.

Many cyber-attacks were revealed, and new accusations and denials related to 
state-sponsored attacks emerged.

In two separate calls, Australia  and international leaders  asked states to refrain from 
and prevent cyber-attacks against the healthcare sector.

A Global Encryption Coalition was launched to promote and defend encryption.  

Europol warned of a spike in the sexual abuse of children online.

E-commerce & Internet economy
G20 digital economy ministers committed to leveraging digital technologies in enabling 
economic recovery post-COVID-19.

The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) announced October 
2020 as the new target date to reach global agreement on digital taxation.  France reiter-
ated plans to introduce a digital tax in 2020.  Indonesia revealed a 10% value-added tax 
on Internet giants applicable from July.

Facebook announced Shops – a tool enabling businesses to set up online stores.

same relevance

same relevance

Global IG architecture
The first draft of the UN75 declaration stresses that the UN can act as a platform for 
‘shaping a shared vision on digital cooperation and addressing digital trust and security’ 
issues.

The Global Forum on Cyber Expertise announced its Advisory Board for 2020–2022.

http://dig.watch
https://dig.watch/updates
https://techaccesspartnership.org/
https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/05/1063272
https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/covid19_e/ecommerce_report_e.pdf
https://au.int/ar/node/38470
https://www.uneca.org/stories/covid-19-revamping-africa%E2%80%99s-telecoms-infrastructure-crucial-digital-health-services
https://www.itu.int/en/mediacentre/Pages/CM01-2020-Broadband-Foundation-Western-Balkans.aspx
https://www.modernghana.com/news/1003075/policies-for-financial-inclusion-and-digital-payme.html
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2020/05/14/cyber-security-council-extends-sanctions-regime-until-18-may-2021/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-estonia-telecoms-law/estonia-passes-huawei-law-for-telecom-security-reviews-idUSKBN22O22I
https://www.dfat.gov.au/news/news/unacceptable-malicious-cyber-activity
https://cyberpeaceinstitute.org/campaign/call-for-government
https://www.internetsociety.org/blog/2020/05/announcing-the-launch-of-the-global-encryption-coalition/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-eu-crime/online-child-sex-abuse-rises-with-covid-19-lockdowns-europol-idUSKBN22U1XK
https://menafn.com/1100102500/G20-Digital-Economy-Ministers-stress-promising-role-of-digital-technologies-in-enhancing-COVID-19-response
https://news.bloombergtax.com/daily-tax-report-international/pandemic-delays-global-agreement-on-digital-tax-rewrite-to-fall
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-france-digital-tax/france-to-impose-digital-tax-this-year-regardless-of-any-new-international-levy-idUSKBN22Q25B
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-indonesia-tax-digital/indonesia-to-impose-vat-on-internet-giants-from-july-idUSKBN22R23V?feedType=RSS&feedName=internetNews
https://about.fb.com/news/2020/05/introducing-facebook-shops/
https://www.un.org/pga/74/wp-content/uploads/sites/99/2020/05/UN75-Letter-from-the-co-facilitators-1.pdf
https://thegfce.org/presentation-of-the-new-gfce-advisory-board-2020-2022/
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Observatory

Digital rights
As countries continue to introduce COVID-19 contact tracing apps, privacy concerns 
remain in focus.

An Access Now report raised alarm over weak enforcement of the EU General Data 
Protection (GDPR).  Hungary suspended  certain GDPR provisions.

The Dutch Data Protection Authority launched an investigation into TikTok’s child privacy 
practices.

Canada fined Facebook US$6.5 million over misleading privacy claims.

The German data protection authority requested federal agencies not to use WhatsApp 
amid privacy concerns.

European Digital Rights called for a ban on biometric surveillance in the EU.

increasing relevance

increasing relevance

Jurisdiction & legal issues
France adopted a new law to combat online hate speech and other forms of harmful con-
tent.  Twitter was taken to court in France over arguably insufficient measures to fight 
hate speech.

In the USA, the President issued an Executive Order on Preventing Online Censorship.  
The Court of Appeal dismissed a lawsuit claiming that tech companies suppress conser-
vative views.

The US Supreme Court rejected a lawsuit against Facebook over responsibility for ter-
rorist content.

Germany’s Constitutional Court ruled that the right to privacy extends to foreign Internet 
users.

California’s attorney general sued Uber and Lyft over classifying drivers as independent 
contractors.

Facebook announced an oversight board to ‘exercise independent judgment’ over certain 
content policy decisions.

The UN launched the Verified initiative to address COVID-19 misinformation through ‘dig-
ital first responders’.

New technologies (IoT, AI, etc.)
China launched communications satellites for Internet of Things (IoT) projects.

The European Parliament’s Legal Affairs Committee started discussions on three draft 
reports on artificial intelligence (AI).

Microsoft announced  an AI supercomputer.

Finland announced plans to develop its first quantum computer.
same relevance

increasing relevance

Infrastructure
The USA imposed new trade sanctions on Huawei, affecting the company’s chips supply.  
It also extended a temporary licence allowing US companies to continue doing business 
with Huawei until August.

Facebook announced plans to build a subsea cable for improving connectivity in Africa.

The European Commission urged member states not to delay 5G plans.

The .org controversy seems to have come to a halt.

https://www.accessnow.org/alarm-over-weak-enforcement-of-gdpr-on-two-year-anniversary/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/digital/news/hungarian-government-suspends-eu-data-protection-rights/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/digital/news/hungarian-government-suspends-eu-data-protection-rights/
https://autoriteitpersoonsgegevens.nl/en/news/dutch-data-protection-authority-investigate-tiktok
https://www.canada.ca/en/competition-bureau/news/2020/05/facebook-to-pay-9-million-penalty-to-settle-competition-bureau-concerns-about-misleading-privacy-claims.html
https://www.dw.com/en/germanys-data-chief-tells-ministries-whatsapp-is-a-no-go/a-53474413
https://edri.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Paper-Ban-Biometric-Mass-Surveillance.pdf
http://www.assemblee-nationale.fr/dyn/actualites-accueil-hub/ppl-visant-a-lutter-contre-les-contenus-haineux-sur-internet-adoption-en-lecture-definitive
http://www.rfi.fr/en/france/20200513-twitter-in-french-court-accused-of-leniency-on-hate-speech-during-covid-19-lockdown
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-preventing-online-censorship/
https://gizmodo.com/federal-appeals-court-says-facebook-twitter-arent-cons-1843711795
https://www.supremecourt.gov/orders/courtorders/051820zor_5he6.pdf
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Pressemitteilungen/EN/2020/bvg20-037.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/05/technology/california-uber-lyft-lawsuit.html
https://about.fb.com/news/2020/05/welcoming-the-oversight-board/
https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/05/1064622
http://www.casic.com/n525220/c16244947/content.html
https://www.euractiv.com/section/digital/news/meps-chart-path-for-a-european-approach-to-artificial-intelligence/
https://blogs.microsoft.com/ai/openai-azure-supercomputer/
https://blogs.microsoft.com/ai/openai-azure-supercomputer/
https://www.vttresearch.com/en/news-and-ideas/vtt-build-finlands-first-quantum-computer
https://gizmodo.com/u-s-feud-with-china-brings-dramatic-expansion-of-sanct-1843485484
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/05/15/us-china-tensions-rise-as-trump-administration-moves-to-cut-huawei-off-from-global-chip-suppliers.html
https://techpoint.africa/2020/05/15/facebook-internet-cable-africa/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/digital/news/vestager-urges-eu-member-states-not-to-backtrack-on-5g/
https://dig.watch/trends/dotorg
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In focus

Tech geopolitics: USA, China, and Huawei
Technology has played an important role in the geopolitical relations between the USA and China, 
which have unfolded on a strategic and tactical level. New dimensions of this tech geopolitics were 
revealed in May, as the US administration outlined its strategic approach towards China, while also 
imposing new trade sanctions on Chinese tech companies.

From co-operation to competition

In a recently released ‘United States Strategic 
Approach to The People’s Republic of China’ docu-
ment,  the White House points to a significant shift 
in US policy towards China. If initially the USA took a 
co-operation-based approach targeted at ‘deepening 
[the] engagement’ between the two countries, this is 
now shifting to a more competitive approach.

The USA notes that this change is ‘based on a clear-
eyed assessment of China’s intentions and actions, 
a reappraisal of the United States’s many strategic 
advantages and shortfalls, and a tolerance of greater 
bilateral friction’. It underlines, however, that compe-
tition should not lead to conflict and that co-operation 
is still welcome where Chinese and US interests align.

With the USA aiming to ‘prevail in strategic compe-
tition with China’, technology is inevitably an import-
ant component of the new strategic approach. In the 
document, the USA accuses China of using unfair 
practices to dominate the global information and 
communications technology (ICT) industry. It also 
makes reference to alleged frameworks of co-oper-
ation between companies like Huawei and ZTE and 
the Chinese security services which create ‘security 
vulnerabilities for foreign countries and enterprises 
using Chinese vendors’ equipment and services’.

New trade sanctions

In its strategic document, the US administration notes 
that it will implement policies against the use of US 
technology to support China’s ‘technology-enabled 
authoritarianism’.

Such policies are already in place, with Huawei being 
the main target. In May last year, President Trump 
issued an executive order  which banned US tech 
companies from selling their technologies to Huawei 
(including advanced computer chips essential for 
Huawei).  Since then, a temporary licence (extended 
several times) has allowed US companies to still do 
business with Huawei. A new extension of this licence 
was announced in May and it is valid until August; it 
is, however, expected to be the last such extension.

The White House’s attempts to reduce the presence of 
the Chinese tech industry in the USA took another dimen-
sion with a new executive order  imposing additional 
trade sanctions that affect Huawei. The previous policy 
of banning the sale of advanced chips and chip designs 
to Huawei has been bypassed by various subsidiaries 
out of reach of US authorities. Now, the new sanctions 
mean that, when foreign companies that manufacture 
semiconductors use US technology during the produc-
tion process, they must obtain export licences from US 
authorities before being able to sell their final products 
to Huawei.  This affects the suppliers of technology 
(e.g. design, processes) for producing chips which are 
mainly part of the US companies’ chip supply.

Experts are still grasping the implications of this new 
order for Huawei, the US industry, and the global 
industry. A recent article in The Economist notes that 
it may be difficult to enforce the order as envisioned 
(because the chipmaking tools industry is globalised 
and it is not so easy to determine what counts as US 
jurisdiction). At the same time, the order may also 
have the unintended consequence of ‘driving a portion 
of America’s chipmaking industry from its shores’.

Meanwhile, China has called on the USA to stop the 
‘unreasonable suppression’ of Chinese companies  
and noted that it was ready to retaliate with counter-
measures targeting US companies.

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/U.S.-Strategic-Approach-to-The-Peoples-Republic-of-China-Report-5.20.20.pdf
https://dig.watch/newsletter/may2019
https://dig.watch/newsletter/may2019
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/05/15/us-china-tensions-rise-as-trump-administration-moves-to-cut-huawei-off-from-global-chip-suppliers.html
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-securing-information-communications-technology-services-supply-chain/
https://gizmodo.com/u-s-feud-with-china-brings-dramatic-expansion-of-sanct-1843485484
https://www.economist.com/business/2020/05/21/americas-latest-salvo-against-huawei-is-aimed-at-chipmaking-in-china
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-huawei-tech/china-asks-united-states-to-stop-unreasonable-suppression-of-huawei-idUSKBN22S0DE
https://www.voanews.com/east-asia-pacific/china-threatens-put-american-tech-giants-its-unreliable-entity-list
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Is the .org controversy over?

ICANN’s rejection of the .org sale

The ICANN Board had to consider multiple and diver-
gent points of view and interests. Some saw the deal 
as an opportunity for PIR to become a for-profit entity 
able to reinvest in its operations, while others were 
concerned that a privatised PIR would no longer 
uphold the interests of the .org community.

In the end, ICANN decided (although not unanimously ) 
that the ‘the public interest is better served in with-
holding consent as a result of various factors that 
created unacceptable uncertainty over the future of 
the largest gTLD registry’.  Reasons for this decision 
included, among others, lack of transparency about 
the investors involved in the proposed transaction, 
a concern that PIR could be ‘drained of its financial 
resources’, and doubts over how PIR would continue 
to serve the .org community.

Main reactions to ICANN’s decision

ISOC, PIR, and Ethos expressed their disappointment 
with the decision, stressing that the .org sale would 
have been good for all parties involved, including the 
.org registrants.

Critics of the deal saw the rejection of the sale as a 
win for the .org community and for the public interest. 
Organisations behind the SaveDotOrg coalition noted 
that a for-profit PIR would have been more inclined to 
‘serve the interests of its corporate stakeholders, not 
the nonprofit world’  and that the sale would have put 
the reliability and security of .org at risk.

Others qualified ICANN’s decision as a missed oppor-
tunity to improve the governance of .org.  The Public 
Interest Commitments (PICs) proposed by Ethos would 
have brought in elements such as a Stewardship 
Council empowered to veto modifications to PIR’s pol-
icies on issues such as censorship and the use of .org 
registrant data; annual transparency reports; and a 
commitment to not increase .org domain name fees 
by more than 10% per year on average for eight years. 
ICANN Board member Avri Doria noted that although 
these PICs could have been stronger, they would 
have protected the public interest better than the 

status-quo.  But there were also voices arguing that 
relying on the untested PIC would have been a risk.

Open questions

How much did the US juridical system influence 
ICANN’s decision? The Attorney General (AG) of the 
State of California (where ICANN is based) urged 
ICANN to reject the sale. While some saw the AG’s 
intervention as beneficial, others expressed con-
cerns: If the AG’s request weighed significantly in 
ICANN’s decision, does this create a dangerous prece-
dent for future ICANN decisions on issues that may be 
even more controversial than the .org sale?

Are there any ramifications of the decision into the 
broader domain industry? ISOC, Ethos, and oth-
ers argued that ICANN went beyond its mandate 
and acted as a regulator when it should have simply 
assessed whether a change of control for PIR would 
have affected the registry’s operational and technical 
capabilities. Such a decision, they note, sets another 
dangerous precedent and risks ‘suffocat[ing] innova-
tion and deter[ring] future investment in the domain 
industry’.  But there are also those who say that 
ICANN has simply acted in line with its responsibilities 
as outlined in the .org registry agreement.

Is ISOC a proper home for PIR? ISOC has been inten-
sively scrutinised since it announced the proposed 
deal. Critics noted that the organisation should have 
consulted the community on the sale and that it 
could have put more effort into securing a proper 
management for .org after the transaction. Some 
go as far as arguing that ICANN should now put .org 
up for bid, questioning ISOC’s ability to protect the 
public interest.  But such a bid is unlikely to happen, 
and ISOC and PIR committed to making ‘.org even 
stronger’.

Does ICANN’s decision mean that the .org sale story 
is over? It seems so, at least for the time being. ICANN 
left an open door for PIR to submit a new notice of 
change of control. But ISOC stressed that PIR is no 
longer for sale and that the registry will continue to 
operate in the current framework. In Ethos’s view, ‘the 
opportunity with PIR has passed’.

In focus

Since 2003, .org has been managed by the Public Interest Registry (PIR), a nonprofit subsidiary of the 
Internet Society (ISOC). In November 2019, ISOC announced its intention to sell PIR to equity firm Ethos 
Capital, generating considerable controversy.  The recent decision of the Internet Corporation for 
Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) to reject the sale led to diverse reactions and open questions.

http://domainincite.com/25525-icanns-org-decision-was-not-unanimous-and-it-was-made-in-secret?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+DomainIncite+%28DomainIncite.com%29
https://www.icann.org/resources/board-material/resolutions-2020-04-30-en%22
https://www.keypointsabout.org/home
https://www.eff.org/press/releases/org-domain-registry-sale-ethos-capital-rejected-stunning-victory-public-interest
https://savedotorg.org/
https://www.internetgovernance.org/2020/05/01/no-real-winners-in-dot-org-decision/
https://www.icann.org/en/system/files/files/director-voting-statement-resolutions-pir-change-of-control-30apr20-en.pdf
https://history.keypointsabout.org/
https://savedotorg.org/
https://www.keypointsabout.org/home
http://www.circleid.com/posts/20200510-what-is-next-for-ethos/#12761
https://dig.watch/trends/dotorg
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In focus

Between continuity and change

The previous 49 issues of the newsletter confirmed an 
interplay between continuity and change in digital gov-
ernance. Continuity is maintained in many fundamen-
tal regulations of the digital space, including matters 
related to the immunity of tech platforms from legal 
liability for the content they host (as is the case, for 
instance, with Section 230 of the 1996 Communications 
Decency Act in the USA). There is also continuity in the 
presence of issues on the policy agenda such as cyber-
security, the domain name system (DNS), privacy, and 
e-commerce. Over the past five years, change has 
been particularly noticeable in the higher relevance of 
data and AI. And, as the illustration shows, the GDPR 
has been one of the most frequently mentioned topics 
in the Digital Watch newsletter, reflecting the attention 
that this regulation has received in recent years.

The broader picture: mapping the prominence 
of digital governance baskets

In addition to identifying these key topics, we have 
conducted a quantitative analysis of the previous 49 
newsletters, to identify key trends and patterns in dig-
ital policy. The research was conducted through the 
following steps:

First, we used a text classificator to group all the 
content in the 49 issues according to our Internet 
governance and digital policy taxonomy, which is our 

system of grouping and linking the different terms 
used in policy discussions.

Second, we used a data analysis tool to identify the 
most recurring baskets and issues in each newsletter. 
We also assigned a score between 1 to 5 to each bas-
ket and issue, 5 being the most prevailing.

Third, we categorised each basket and issue accord-
ing to the year in which they were prominent.

Overall, infrastructure was the most dominant bas-
ket: put together, issues covered under this basket 
were the most frequent in our newsletter between 
2016 and 2020. This could be explained by three dif-
ferent elements: a more or less constant relevance 
of issues such as telecom infrastructure and the IoT; 
the growing presence in policy debates of issues such 
as AI and emerging technologies; and the occasional 
focus on topics such as the DNS and the work of tech-
nical organisations such as ICANN. The infrastructure 
basket also experienced the biggest increase in rel-
evance given that the amount of dedicated content 
increased from 18% when the newsletter was first 
published to 27% in this year’s issues.

On the contrary, the sociocultural basket experienced 
the sharpest decrease over the last six years. From 
being associated with over a quarter of newsletter 
topics in 2015, the sociocultural basket faced a decline 
by over 10% in 2017 and has since remained stable.

The cybersecurity basket has also been volatile, 
experiencing a slight increase in 2016, followed by a 
drop by nearly half in 2019. This year, it has started 

DW newsletter turns 50: The issues 
that made the headlines
Since 2015, our Digital Watch newsletter has provided digital policy practitioners with a regular and 
trusted round-up of global developments and analysis on the most topical issues featuring on the 
international agenda. This month’s issue is the newsletter’s 50th edition. To mark this milestone, we 
look at what the coverage in past issues tells us.

Diplo’s digital governance policy taxonomy cov-
ers 48 digital policy issues, classified under 7 
broad baskets (or categories): infrastructure, 
cybersecurity, human rights, legal and regu-
latory, economic, development, and sociocul-
tural.

https://dig.watch/issues
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to gain new relevance, mostly due to the prominence 
of processes such as the GGE and the OEWG and the 
increase in cybercrime associated with the COVID-19 
pandemic.

With regard to the human rights basket, it is note-
worthy that over the years it remains the least rep-
resented category with its highest representation 
amounting to 6% and without any significant changes 
in value. Here, too, it is worth mentioning that indi-
vidual human-rights-related topics – such as privacy 
– were prominently tackled in the context of related 
issues such as data governance or ethics.

A closer look: the most prominent policy 
issues

After analysing broader categories, we looked at 
individual issues for a more substantive grasp of the 
digital policy developments. The results offer a new 
perspective.

Online trust, ethical dilemmas, and multistakeholder 
governance of digital technologies – categorised 
under the issue of interdisciplinary approaches –
were undoubtedly at the top of the international policy 
agenda as reflected in the newsletter. This coincides 
with the emergence of AI technologies, which triggered 
a global discussion on ethical frameworks. Trust, 
already a major issue for almost a decade, continued 
to be discussed in the context of security, privacy, and 
how we deal with data, culminating in the work of the 
UN High-level Panel on Digital Cooperation.

Sustainable development was the second most fre-
quent issue from 2015 to 2017. In September 2015, 
governments renewed their commitment towards 
sustainable development by agreeing on an ambitious 
15-year plan. Discussions on the sustainable develop-
ment goals (SDGs) dwindled slightly in 2018, when a 
more prominent place was taken by debates on data 
governance.

In the past two years, emerging technologies refo-
cused our attention on how data is used, generated, 
and shared. The spike in the coverage of emerging 
technologies also reflected the emergence of 5G, 
facial recognition, and robotics.

Mapping of baskets

Cybersecurity Development Economic Human rights
InfrastructureSocioculturalLegal and regulatory
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Geneva

Policy discussions in Geneva
Due to the COVID-19 crisis, no in situ events were held in May. However, Geneva-based organisations 
adjusted quickly and started delivering online events. The global focus on health and humanitarian issues 
has increased the relevance of Geneva dynamics for global governance. The following updates cover the 
main events of the month. For event reports, visit the Past Events section  on the Digital Watch observatory.

Right On | 6, 13, 20, 27 May 2020 

Held every Wednesday, the Right On series of online 
debates offers insights into human rights develop-
ments during the COVID-19 pandemic, but also goes 
beyond the current crisis situation. In May, the events 
addressed issues related to the use of technolo-
gies to facilitate contact tracing in response to the 
COVID-19 pandemic and related privacy challenges; 

preventing COVID-19 from becoming a humanitarian 
disaster; whether lessons learnt from the pandemic 
could help build a more just, equitable, and peace-
ful world; and protecting the rights of older persons 
during the global health crisis.

Read the summary reports. 

ONLINE

AI for Good Global Summit | weekly online events 

Initially scheduled to be held in Geneva on 4–8 May, 
the ITU-organised AI for Good Global Summit was 
transformed into a continuous digital event  spread 
across several months and including keynotes, 
expert webinars, project pitches, and interviews on 
AI-related issues. In May, the programme featured 
discussions on gender issues in AI, the role of AI in 

tackling food insecurity, AI solutions for the environ-
ment, and combining crowdsourcing and AI to tackle 
the COVID-19 pandemic. Also included in the overall 
summit programme were meetings of the ITU Focus 
Group on AI for Autonomous and Assisted Driving and 
the ITU/World Health Organization Focus Group on AI 
for Health.

ONLINE

The Road to Bern via Geneva | Sharing data: Towards a data commons | 26 May 2020 

The Road to Bern via Geneva initiative  continued with 
a third dialogue focused on data sharing, organised 
by the Permanent Mission of Switzerland to the UN in 
Geneva and the Geneva Internet Platform (GIP), and 
co-hosted by the European Organization for Nuclear 
Research (CERN) and the International Trade Centre 
(ITC). This and past and subsequent dialogues – on col-
lecting, protecting, and using data  – will feed into the 
2020 UN World Data Summit (18–21 October, Bern).  
Discussions revolved around the benefits and risks 
of sharing and not sharing data; win-win solutions for 
data sharing; open data policies; and a ‘data commons’ 
and what is required from international organisations, 

governments, businesses, and other stakeholders to 
implement this concept. Participants noted that sharing 
and developing a data commons with clear co-oper-
ation rules means more prosperity for all. But actors 
first need to consider which data categories they want 
to share, and on which level of processing. Incentives 
for sharing data might need to be designed by taking 
into account the types of challenges that various actors 
are facing. Actors also have to take into account what 
they want to do with the data, because they should not 
create additional data graveyards.

Read the summary reports. 

ONLINE

https://dig.watch/past-events
https://righton.dig.watch/
https://righton.dig.watch/past-events/
https://dig.watch/events/ai-good-global-summit-2020
https://aiforgood.itu.int/programme-2020/
https://www.giplatform.org/rtb-geneva/
https://www.giplatform.org/rtb-geneva/
https://www.giplatform.org/rtb-geneva/#calendar
https://dig.watch/events/united-nations-world-data-forum
https://www.giplatform.org/rtb-geneva/third-dialogue-on-sharing-data-report/
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Upcoming

The main global digital policy events in June

June

July

10–12 JUN
European Dialogue on Internet Governance 
(EuroDIG) 2020 (online)

With the theme ‘Towards a sustainable governance of 
the Internet’, this year’s EuroDIG will revolve around 
the following focus areas: co-operation, legislation, 
and standardisation; leverage connecting the uncon-
nected; data governance and data security; media 
issues; and security and standards in the DNS.

8–12 JUN
23rd Session of the Commission on Science and 
Technology for Development – CSTD (online)

During its 23rd session, the CSTD will explore space 
technologies for sustainable development and the 
benefits of international research collaboration in this 
context. The Commission will also review progress 
made in the implementation of the WSIS outcomes.

15, 17, 19 JUN
OEWG first round of informal meetings (online)

The OEWG first round of informal meetings  will 
address whether the current global situation has 
revealed additional or amplified existing threats in 
the sphere of ICTs and international security. It will 
also discuss how proposals related to rules, norms, 
and principles might be reflected in the OEWG report, 
and how guidance to enable greater adherence to 
norms by states could be developed, shared, or 
disseminated.

16 JUN
Navigating Geneva’s Digital Landscape (online)

Since 2014, the GIP has been mapping issues, actors, 
and processes in International Geneva. On the occa-
sion of the fifth anniversary of its observatory, the 
GIP will revisit how the landscape has evolved, and 
how to navigate it. 

30 JUN
A historic 2020: Six months in review (online)

What started out as a normal year quickly turned 
into a year to remember due to COVID-19 and its 
impact on work and life. Technology and digital policy 
developments were also impacted. Join the GIP for a 
review of the main trends in digital policy in the past 
six months.

15–19 JUN
Second IGF 2020 Open Consultations and MAG 
Meeting (online)

The IGF will continue preparations for its 15th annual 
meeting, with an online consultation to be held on 15 
June, followed by a meeting of the Multistakeholder 
Advisory Group (MAG) on 16–19 June. The meeting 
will focus on finalising the workshop selection pro-
cess and discussing the main sessions for IGF 2020.

15 JUN–3 JUL
Human Rights Council – 44th Regular Session 
(Geneva and online)

The 44th session of the Human Rights Council will 
be a hybrid event, held partially in situ and partially 
online. It will see the Council discuss issues related to 
the promotion and protection of human rights around 
the world. A Special Rapporteur on the promotion 
and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and 
expression will be appointed.

22–25 JUN
ICANN68 | Policy Forum (online)

ICANN68 will give ICANN supporting organisations 
and advisory committees, as well as the broader 
community, the opportunity to discuss various issues 
pertaining to ICANN’s activity and the management of 
the DNS.

Here we take a look ahead at the digital policy calendar to highlight the main discussions taking place 
in the next few weeks across the globe. For more details and for the proceedings of some events – 
including reports from individual sessions and a final report summarising the discussions – please 
check in regularly at the Digital Watch observatory.

https://dig.watch/events/eurodig-2020
https://dig.watch/events/online-23nd-session-commission-science-and-technology-development
https://dig.watch/events/online-oewg-first-round-informal-meetings
https://front.un-arm.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/200527-oewg-draft-pow-informal-virtual-meetings.pdf
https://www.giplatform.org/events/navigating-geneva%E2%80%99s-digital-landscape
https://dig.watch/events/briefing-internet-governance-june-2020
https://dig.watch/events/online-second-igf-2020-open-consultations-and-mag-meeting
https://dig.watch/events/human-rights-council-44th-regular-session
https://meetings.icann.org/en/remote68
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The Geneva Internet Platform is an initiative of:

Meetings

Future of meetings
On 12 May, we hosted an online conference on the Future of meetings.  The main discussion focused 
on the interplay between onsite and online meetings, and the emerging form of hybrid meetings. Here 
are the main takeaways.

Plan! Prepare! Practise!
When holding online events, organisers need to spend time planning, preparing, and practising to ensure 
that everything runs smoothly from a technical perspective and in facilitating discussions and interactions.

Inclusion: Amplifying weak voices through e-participation
Online meetings offer new possibilities for including quieter voices in global policymaking, that is, those 
who may have been left behind in traditional meetings. This can be particularly relevant for small and 
developing countries, marginalised groups, and people with disabilities.

Ensuring cognitive consonance: Avoiding spaghetti meetings
Maintaining focus during online conferences is challenging. Organisers need to put participants in control 
of their online experience and ensure they have a cognitive grasp of the event without necessarily knowing 
all the details.

Some things stay the same: The devil is in the detail
Organising an online event opens the possibility of many unknowns. Dealing with them requires a flexible 
mindset to react creatively and quickly to crisis situations, and empathy for online participants when 
dealing with unforeseen circumstances.

The old and the new: Navigating between tradition and innovation
While diplomatic procedures need to adapt to new online dynamics, many elements of traditional 
diplomatic protocol will remain relevant, such as precedence, equality, order to statements, and voting.

Priorities: Moving beyond technology
An online event is not only about technology. Organisers should not overlook essential issues such as good 
moderation and an understanding of social, emotional, and policy contexts, which are relevant for every e-meeting.

For a more in-depth summary of the 
discussions and links to video recordings, 
visit the conference website.

https://meetings.diplomacy.edu/
https://meetings.diplomacy.edu/report/the-future-of-meetings-conference-report/

